Unit 1 Week 4 “Inventions”
How can problem solving lead to new
ideas?
Name ______________
For each day that we do reading, please put a check
mark next to the activities you did on that day

Day and Date

Read to Self /
Listen to Reading

Read with
Someone

Work on Writing

Word Work

Your Choices:
Read to Self / Listen to Reading
 Read the Wonders stories online
(ConnectEd) or in the textbooks
 Answer the story comprehension questions
(attached)*
 Do the Cause & Effect practice sheets
(attached).*
 Read an independent reading book
 Take an AR quiz
 Do iReady lessons
Work on Writing
 Writer’s Workshop: Work on the Native
American Tribe research report.
* All items with an asterix (*)
MUST be attached to this packet
or are done online.

Read With Someone
 Answer the story comprehension
questions with a partner (attached)*
 Read a chapter book with a partner
Word Work
And
 Do the Word Sort (attached)*
 Answer Vocabulary Questions (attached)*
 Work on Spelling and Vocab words with
word work papers. Turn in at least 2 of
these. (papers are in the supply area)*
 Practice spelling words – SpellingCity.com
 Practice vocabulary words – VocabCity.com
 Do the BrainPop and BrainPop Jr
assignments for Long A spelling, Cause &
Effect, & Simile/Metaphor*
 Watch the Metaphors and Similies videos
at your Discovery Education account,
through Clever. *

Spelling Words - Word Work - Word Sort
Long a: ay, ai, a_e, ea, eigh, ei, ey
Directions: Please use the key words to place each spelling word in
the appropriate column. *The spelling test will be ., Feb. 1st.
1. plain

2. braid

3. fail

4. grain

5. snail

6. paint

7. sway

8. tray

9. gray

10. stay

11. state

12. fake

13. same

14. weigh

15. they

16. fine

17. skate

18. globe

19. sleigh

20. afraid

Vocabulary Words - Word Work – Questions
Answer each question in complete sentences.
Don’t forget to restate the question.
1. If you could design a new toy, what would it be and do?

2. Name a person who has encouraged you and say how they have
encouraged you.

3. What does the word examine mean?

4. What can you do during a science investigation?

5. Why do people want to buy quality products?

6. What is a synonym (word that means the same) as simple?

7. What does it mean to find a solution?

8. What can you use as a substitute for sugar?

All Aboard! Elijah McCoy’s Steam Engine
By Monica Kulling
Genre: Biography
Directions: Read or listen to the story on pages
74 - 91 in your Wonders Literature Anthology.
Then, answer the following questions.
You may choose to answer these questions either:
1. on a separate sheet of paper & attach it to this packet, OR
2. do this on a Google Doc and share it with me in Google Classroom
Don’t forget to:
 use evidence based terms
 restate the question
 use examples (quotes) from the text to explain your thinking.
1.

Look at the illustration on p. 74-75. What can you learn about the story by
looking at the illustration?

2.A. Elijah’s family lived in Canada. While he grew up, his parents saved money for
him. What caused them to save money?
2.B.

What was the effect of them saving money? p. 76

3.

What does a mechanical engineer do? p. 76

4.

What inference can you make about locomotives based on the illustration on
p. 78-79?

5.

What causes Elijah to take the job with the railroad company? p. 80

6.

Reread the 2nd paragraph on p. 80. What metaphor do you see in this
paragraph and what does it tell you about the steam locomotive?

7.

How does the illustration on p. 72 make it easy to visualize the danger of
being a grease monkey?

8.

What features tell you that this selection is a biography?

9.

Cause: The engines ran out of oil. What is the effect? p. 85

10.

What was the effect on Elijah’s oil cup on the railroads? p. 89

CAUSE & EFFECT

